Director's Message
Dear students,

quality education. In India, this is
imparted by reputed institutions and
To be born in India, a country which is academic performance in the higher
th
th
at the cusp of becoming a superpower secondary years (11 and 12 std)
is indeed a Privilege. Indian scientists, decides the choice of institutions a
student can exercise.
academicians, entrepreneurs and
corporations are now aspiring to make Since the last 19 years, Saptarshi has
their mark at a global level. Hence, our been consistently nurturing students
who excel not just in academics, but
belief in the Saptarshi Parivar – small
aim is a crime! So rise to the occasion also possess the necessary dynamism
to be successful in the globalized
and make a difference.
The global citizen of tomorrow is going world. With more than 5000 engineering
and medical admissions in the last 19
to be sculpted on the basis of
years,

Saptarshi has become trusted guideanc
center for Entrance exam preparation.
Conceptual understanding , problem
solving skills and managing time
pressure is key for entrance exam
success. Techniques of solving
application oriented questions need to
be mastered. We at Saptarshi strive to
inculcate the discipline and the
dedication in the student so that
he/she becomes proficient in these
techniques and excels in these
examinations.
If you are ready to dream big, we are
here to make you think smart!

Topper Speaks
Pranav Sutar

Omkar Sonawane

Cracked JEE Advanced & MHT-CET

MHT-CET 2019 Pune Rank 1

IIT - Tirupati (CS)

COEP (CS)

MHT- CET Percentile : 99.9736217

MHT- CET Percentile : : 99.9880507

Thanks to Saptarshi I could crack JEE &

Becoming Pune Topper in MHT-CET

MHT-CET both. Fearless approach is the
key for JEE advanced examination
success. If you are conceptually sound it
reflects in your attitude to tackle any
entrance exam. Saptarshi trained us to
enjoy learning and master pressure
situations. I owe all my success to my
supportive parents and team Saptarshi.

and getting COEP (CS) is dream come
true. Saptarshi faculty team is the best
when it comes to entrance exam
preparation. They are great teachers
and above all fabulous mentors. Proud
to be part of this wonderful family.
Dream Big, Aim High, Think Smart.

2 year Classroom Programs after 10th
Batch Altius:

Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ

Target - IIT / IISER, NIT, IISC
In-depth preparation of JEE (Main & Advanced)
Duration 23 months
Include More than 1200 Hours of Classroom Teaching

Batch Citius:

Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ

Target - NIT / COEP / VIT & other state level Engineering colleges
In-depth preparation of JEE (Main) and MHT-CET.
Duration 23 months
Include More than 1150 Hours of Classroom Teaching

Batch Fortius: Ÿ Target - MBBS / BDS / IISER
Ÿ In-depth preparation of NEET/ AIIMS / JIPMER.
Ÿ Duration 23 months
Ÿ Include with more than 1200 Hours of Classroom Teaching

Batch Fusion: Ÿ Target - State level engineering colleges / B.Pharm / B.Arch / Biotechnology.
Ÿ In-depth preparation of HSC Board and MHT-CET
Ÿ Duration 22 months
Ÿ Include more than 1100 Hours of Classroom Teaching

Bridge Course For 10th Appeared
This is warm up course before starting preparations of JEE, NEET to revise fundamental concepts from
Maths and Science of std 9th, 10th
Duration 21 days, daily 2 hours.
Exposure of JEE/NEET type questions on std 9th, 10th syllabus are given to students, so students
becomes familiar with entrance exam patterns.
Students are trained for analytical thinking and logical reasoning.

Topper Speaks
Arya Gandhi
COEP (Computer)
JEE Main - 98.64 Percentile
Cracked JEE (advanced)
Selected in IISER,
PCM Topper in Abasaheb Garware College ,
PCM- 96% ,
Saptarshi is the best Entrance coaching Institute in Pune
with Outstanding Teachers, Methodical approach and
Well planned Test Series. I owe my entire success
to Saptarshi. Individual Guidance and “Approachability”
is the best part of Saptarshi.
Thank you all teachers and staff of Saptarshi.

Shraddha Jathar
COEP (Mech)
Selected in IISER,
Qualified for JEE (Advanced),
PCM and PCB – 96%
Thanks Saptarshi...You taught me to Enjoy science,
even the study of 8 hrs was Joy at Saptarshi .
The outstanding conceptual clarity imparted
by Saptarshi helped me to crack all Entrance exams
very easily. Saptarshi is a second family for me. Will love
to remain Proud Saptarshian for rest of my life!

Result Of 2020

JEE Advanced

IISER

IIT - Tirupati (CS)

NEET - 556

COEP (CS)

MHT - CET
99.9736217

MHT - CET
99.9280627

MHT - CET
99.881826

Pranali Jamdade

Pranav Sutar

Aryan Khose

Raviraj Deshmukh

Neha Pawar

RevaWader

Aditi Devange

Maruti Patil

Pavan Badhane

Digambar Patil

99.8565
VJTI (CS)

99.4012
COEP (CS)

99.0708
VIT (CS)

98.8393

98.8155
VIT (CS)

98.6832

IIIT Jabalpur

VIT (CS)

HSC Top Performers
CHEMISTRY

PHYSICS

MATHEMATICS

BIOLOGY

99

Ÿ Pooja Dabhade

99

Ÿ Pranav Sutar

100

Ÿ Shraddha Jathar

96

98

Ÿ Pranay Deshmukh

98

Ÿ Aryan Khose

100

Ÿ Anuroop Kale

96

Ÿ Arya Gandhi

97

Ÿ Ajit Dhope

97

Ÿ Pavan Bhadane

100

Ÿ RelovenCarvalho

95

Ÿ Atharve Admane

97

Ÿ Aniruddha Lomate

97

Ÿ Sayli Patil

100

Ÿ Mrinmayee Bhide 95

Ÿ Rachana Raut

97

Ÿ Pranav Sutar

97

Ÿ Hrishikesh Nirgude 100

Ÿ Prachi Bodkhe

95

96

Ÿ Pranali Jamdade

96

Ÿ Arya Gandhi

Ÿ Pooja Dabhade

94

Ÿ Suraj Gaherwar
Ÿ Shraddha Jathar

Ÿ Shreejit Ramteke

99

Topper Speaks
Neha Pawar

Raviraj Deshmukh

COEP (Comp),
CET Percentile: 99.40

VJTI (Comp),

Last two years in Saptarshi were really
memorable and life changing, not only because I
have achieved my goal but also it changed my
attitude towards study. My attitude changed
from ' I can't 'to ' I can' and I think that's really
important in every student's life. I wish I could do
my engineering education too in Saptarshi. Will
love to remain Saptarshian for life. I am thankful
to all teachers of Saptarshi.

CET Percentile: 99.8563
I can't explain Saptarshi Classes in a short feedback! I feel that
the decision I took two years back by joining Saptarshi Classes
was best. Saptarshi Classes have quality teachers & best
systems.
Amit sir, Shilpa madam & Sagar sir taught us in very easy &
conceptual manner. Their passion for teaching is amazing. I again
want to thank the team of Saptarshi Class for guiding me,
motivating me & help me achieve dream success.
Dream Big, Aim High, Think Smart

Top Medical Admissions

Mrinmayee Bhide
GMC, MBBS

Prachi Bodkhe

BJ Medical MBBS

Namrata Mahajan
BJ Medical MBBS

Shital Tike

BJ Medical MBBS

Ganesh Gangurde

Priyanka Pawar

Sinhgad MBBS

Sinhgad MBBS

Anuroop Kale
Sinhagad BDS

Pooja Newase
St.George BDS

Top Engineering Admission through JEE

Komal Muluk

Omkar Sarjerao

Nikhil Gawande

Rutuja Supekar

Sayali Salunkhe

Akshay More

Vaishnavi Alhat

Shivani Lodhe

Ganesh Korde

Aniruddha Lomate

Manuja Bandal

Rhishikesh Pardhi

Deepak Ingale

Aniket Gavali

Dnyanda Aundhkar

Shrinath Landge

IISER, Pune

COEP (Prod)

COEP(Mech)

VIT (Mech)

COEP (IT)

VIT (Comp)

COEP (Civil)

VIT (Mech)

COEP (Mech)

COEP (Comp)

VIT (Prod)

VIT (Mech)

COEP (Planning)

VIT (Mech)

COEP(Prod)

VIT (Prod)

Top Engineering Admission through CET

Arya Gandhi
COEP (Comp)

Soham Aitwadekar
COEP (Comp)

Pragati Sarjerao
COEP(Comp)

College
Toppers

Saee Jagtaap

Shraddha Jathar

Shreejit Ramteke

Hrithik Langhi

Atharva Admane

Sheetal Lokhande

Hrishikesh Nirgude

Nikhil Koli

Amol Bothe

Shubham Wayal

Sanket Maharnawar

Shruti Aitwade

Pranay Deshmukh
COEP (Comp)

COEP (Mech)

Jay Pawar

Suyog Patil

Tanisha Hegde

Pawan Dumbre

Rutuja Shinde

Shonit Ingale

Satyam Muluk

COEP (Mech)

COEP (Comp)

COEP (Prod)

COEP (Comp)

COEP (IT)

VIT (Mech)

COEP (Comp)

COEP (Prod)

VIT (Comp)

ICT (Chemical)

COEP(Comp)

VIT (Mech)

COEP (E&TC)

COEP(Mech)

VIT (Mech)

• Abasaheb Garware College,Karve Rd Pune Ÿ KHS Jr. College, Pune

1st Ranker : Omkar Sonawane,
Akshay More, Jay Pawar

VIT (Mech)

COEP (Meta)

Neha Koli

VIT (Comp)

• Shivaji Mahavidyalay (Aundh)

Three Saptarshians in top 4 Ranks
1st Ranker : Pratik Kharde
Mrinmayee Bhide, Tanisha Hegde, Saee Jagtap 2nd Ranker: Pranav Sutar

1st Ranker :Arya Gandhi
1st Ranker :Hrishikesh Nirgude

• Bharat English School (Shivaji Nagar)

COEP (Mech)

Ÿ NMV (Appa Balwant Chowk)
1st Ranker : Rachana Raut

• F.C. College

• Vidya Bhavan (Shivaji Nagar)
1st Ranker : Pranay Deshmukh,
1st Ranker :Vaishnavi Alhat

2nd Ranker : Sheetal Lokhande

Topper Speaks

Hrishikesh Nirgude
COEP - Mech
CET (PCM) - 185,
JEE & CET(PCM) Topper

The Entrance Exam Result Day was
the happiest day of my life !I Heard
lot about Amit sir and Shilpa mam
before joining saptarshi and truly
they are great people. Saptarshi Is
the class with the best Faculties
and Best Systems.
Dream Big, Aim High, Think Smart!

After 10th I had to choose a class that
would teach me, guide me , mentor me
in joining my dream course MBBS &
friends that choice couldn’t have been
better.
I have become more curious, more
desperate to grab knowledge.
Teachers here are not only best in
Mrinmayee Bhide
teaching but also are best counselors
MBBS Govt.
who helped us manage, time, stress and
NEET & CET (PCB) Topper
emotions.
Thanks Saptarshi!

JEE (Advanced)
JEE Advanced is conducted for Admissions in all the IITs .
Exam is conducted every year by one of the seven Indian Institutes of Technology (IITs)
under the aegis of the Joint Admission Board (JAB).
To appear for JEE Advanced candidate should be in top 2,50,000 candidates clearing JEE Main
Paper 1 ,and should score 75% or must be in
top 20 percentile of respective Std. XII (12th Class) board.

JEE (Advanced) Paper Pattern
The exam is held in online mode only. It has two compulsory papers, each of 3 hours duration .
Each question paper will consist of three separate sections, viz., Physics, Chemistry, and Mathematics each having
equal weightage for PCM.
The question papers will consist different types of questions like single correct answer MCQ, More than one correct answers
MCQ, Integer type, Matrix match type, Comprehension type.
Aim of questions is to test academic, comprehensive, reasoning and analytical ability of candidates.

List of IITs

Other top Engineering colleges in India

MHT-CET
MHT-CET (PCM) is state level common entrance test for admissions in BE/B.Tech in Government and private colleges in Maharashtra. It is
conducted in computer based mode. It is 3 hours exam with no negative marking. It consist of two papers.
Paper - I

Phy, Chem 100 Que = 100 Marks

90 Min

Paper - II

Maths 50 Que = 100 Marks

90 Min

Top Engineering Colleges Through MHT-CET
Ÿ College of Engineering Pune (COEP)

Ÿ Government College Of Engineering (GCE), Karad

Ÿ Veermarata Jijabai Technological Institute (VJTI), Mumbai

Ÿ Government College Of Engineering (GCE), Aurangabad

Ÿ Institute of Chemical Technology (ICT), Mumbai

Ÿ Cummins College Of Engineering For Women, Pune

Ÿ Pune Institute of Computer Technology (PICT), Pune

Ÿ Walchand College Of Engineering, Sangali

Ÿ Vishwakarma Institute of Technology (VIT), Pune
Ÿ K.J.Somaiya College Of Engineering (KJSCE), Mumbai

Ÿ SGGS College of Engineering and Technology, Nanded
Ÿ Government College Of Engineering (GCOE), Amravati

JEE Main
JEE Main is a national level entrance exam conducted by NTA to offer admission in BE/B.Planning and B.Arch courses at the NITs,
IIITs and other Centrally Funded Technical Institutions in India
JEE Main Paper 1 is conducted for BE/B.tech Admissions. It is conducted in Computer based mode for admission to NITs,
CFTIs. It consists of single paper of 75 Questions [P-25, C-25, M-25]. Each subject has 20 objective questions and 5 integer type
questions. For every correct answer there are +4 marks while for objective type questions 1 mark is deducted for each wrong
answer.
In order to appear for JEE-Advanced for IIT-admission, candidate must clear JEE-Main.
JEE-Main Paper 2 is conducted for admission to B. Arch and B. Planning courses

Top NITs
SN

NAME OF NIT

ESTB.

SN

NAME OF NIT

ESTB.

SN

NAME OF NIT

ESTB.

1

NIT Patna (NITP)

1886

11

NIT Calicut (NITC)

1961

21

NIT Meghalaya (NITM)

2010

2

NIT Raipur (NITRR)

1956

12

NIT Allahabad (MNNIT)

1961

22

NIT Goa (NITG)

2010

3

NIT Warangal (NITW)

1959

13

NIT Surat (SVNIT)

1961

23

NIT Puducherry (NITPY)

2010

4

NIT Karnataka (NITK)

1960

14

NIT Jaipur (MNIT)

1963

24

NIT Manipur (NITMN)

2010

5

NIT Nagpur (VNIT)

1960

15

NIT Kurukshetra (NITKKR)

1963

25

NIT Arunachal Pradesh (NITAP)

2010

6

NIT Durgapur (NITDGP)

1960

16

NIT Trichy (NITT)

1964

26

NIT Delhi (NITD)

2010

7

NIT Bhopal (MANIT)

1960

17

NIT Agartala (NITA)

1965

27

NIT Mizoram (NITMZ)

2010

8

NIT Jamshedpur (NITJSR)

1960

18

NIT Silchar (NITS)

1967

28

NIT Nagaland (NITN)

2010

9

NIT Srinagar (NITSRI)

1960

19

NIT Hamirpur (NITH)

1986

29

NIT Sikkim (NITSKM)

2010

10

NIT Rourkela (NITRKL)

20

NIT Jalandhar (NITJ)

30

NIT Uttarakhand (NITUK)

2010

1961

1987

· Admissions in 25 Indian Institute of Information Technology (IIIT) are also given on the basis of JEE-Main scores.
· 15% seats of all state level pvt colleges will be filled on the basis of JEE-main scores

NEET
National Eligibility cum Entrance Test (NEET -UG) is an all India pre medical entrance test for admissions in MBBS, BDS, BAMS, BHMS,
BUMS and Veterinary Science in government and private institutions in India.
NEET is conducted by NTA once every year in pen-paper mode. It has single question paper of 180 objective Questions.
[ Biology-90 , Phy-45, Chem-45 ] +4 Marks are awarded for each correct answer while 1 mark is deducted for each wrong answer.
Maximum marks 720. Admissions to AIIMS and AFMC colleges are also done on the basis of Rank in NEET-UG

AIIMS in India
College

Intake

Est. Year

College

Intake

Est. Year

Top Government MBBS Colleges in Maharashtra
College

Intake

College

Top Government BDS Colleges in Maharashtra

Intake

We Saptarshians
Dear Friends,

Pranay Deshmukh
1st Ranker in Pune
HSC 2013 - PCM 97.33%
COEP (Comp)

Tanisha Hegde
VIT (Comp)

2 years of 11th and 12th std plays very vital role in our life as they decide our further
ways. And here comes “SAPTARSHI” to our help. Saptarshi helped me in strengthening
the basic pillars of each subject in 11th std which helped me in 12th std. Saptarshi
taught me a very good lesson. “In order to succeed, your desire of success should be
greater than your fear for failure.” I am very thankful to the whole Saptarshi family who
brought me to this position. My parents and friends also have great share in my
success.
Thank You Saptarshi !

Saptarshi family is extended
home for us. We dreamed
together, worked together
and achieved the life
defining success in
engineering entrance
exam.
Thank you Saptarshi

Sai Kulkarni
Cummins college
(COMP)

Medical Entrance åhUOo ‘¶m©{XV
OmJm Am{U A‘¶m©{XV ñnYm©. hm VUmd
{Z¶§{ÌV H$aÊ¶mMo H$g~ gáfuÀ¶m
MOCK Test Zo {eH$dbo

Rutuja
Kharche
PCCOE(E&TC)

Ganesh
Gangurde
MBBS Sinhagad

Nikhil Gawande
COEP (IT)

Joining Saptarshi is one of
my best decision.
Saptarshi always inspired
me to give my best. It is
the place where I got real
meaning for education
and got myself on a
perfect track.

Aniruddha
Lomate
VIT (Mech)

Its privilege for me to be part
of this wonderful family!
Thank you all teachers for
your motivation and precise
guidance, which has indeed
Atharva Bavdekar been nothing less than
(Integrated masters majestic.
in Bioinformatics &
Biotech,
Pune university)

Namrata
Mahajan
MBBS
(BJ Medical)

All the teachers taught us
very well so we started
liking the subjects. They
encouraged us to work
harder in the right direction
which lead to a turning
point in my life.. They
paid a lot of individual
attention too.

Prachi
Bodakhe
MBBS
(BJ Medical)

Komal Muluk
IISER, Pune

The best teachers,
best systems and above
all student centric
approach is what
separates Saptarshi
from others. No doubt
Saptarshi is the best
class in Pune.

Every day in Saptarshi was a
“Growth day”. Teaching was
amazing and in easiest
possible language.
Along with 'Book lessons',
Saptarshi imparted right amount
of 'Life Lessons' at right time.
Thanks Saptarshi for turning
me into updated version!

Saptarshi, rather than
being just a class, is a
family for me. The two
years were amazing in
Saptarshi, leading to
achievement and joy and
this is all because of
efforts of teachers.

"Cracking entrance exams
is not everyone's cup of tea.
Directionless efforts surely
lead to failure. Being a
Saptarshian we got to
know what to study and
why to study. Saptarshi is
perfect combination of
Determination, enthusiasm,
motivation & success."

Every saptarshi faculty is
always ready to help
students in their doubts at
any time. The way they
motivate students from
time to time is really
very helpful.

Saee Jagtap
COEP (Meta)

I am really grateful to
Saptarshi, who were a stepping
stone for my future ahead.
Well-equipped classrooms,
prelims, study material,
availability of faculty and
mostly the guidance of my
teachers was instrumental in
my admission in COEP.
Thank you Saptarshi!

nwÊ¶mVrb gdm}Îm‘ ³bmg bmdm¶Mm Ag§
R>adyZ gwê$ Pmbobm emoY gáfuV ¶oD$Z
g§nbm Fusion Batch À¶m XmoZ dfm©Z§Va
hm ^maVmVrbM gdm}Îm‘ ³bmg Amho Ag§ ‘r
Pratik Karande
VIT (Comp)

Sanket
Maharnawar
COEP (COMP)

Sayali
Salunkhe
COEP (Comp)

Akshay More
COEP (Mech)

Rutuja Supekar
COEP (Civil)

ImÌrZ§ gm§Jw eH$Vmo.

Entrance exam success is
about hard work. Saptarshi
made us believe that every
efforts you put in gets
counted! Apart from my
COEP admission, I think
Saptarshi is responsible for
my all-round development!

It's a privilege to study in
Saptarshi as our teachers
are very much concerned
with our studies and even
our goals. They have
changed my attitude
towards education and
career.
Thank You Saptarshi !!

I am very grateful to
Saptarshi as my dream of
learning in COEP comes
true here through excellent
teaching & weekly practice
tests. Prelims & mock tests
were like finishing touch to
me & my colleagues
assuring good performance
in boards & JEE.

gáfu‘Ü¶o ’$º$ {dÚmÏ¶mªZm {eH$dbo OmV Zmhr
Va BWo Am¶wî¶mV bmJUmam Confidance,
ñdV:d[ab {dídmg Am{U EH$ Mm§Jbo ì¶{º$‘Ëd
KS>{dbo OmVo. A{‘V gam§‘wio Physics
fabulous dmQy> bmJbm, {eënm ‘°‘‘wio
Chemistry AmdSy> bmJbm, gmJa Am{U A‘mob
nm{Q>b gam§‘wio Maths da Ord ~gbm.

We Saptarshians
I am Kiran Vijay Deshmukh, joined the Saptarshi class when I was studying in 11th standard. From the day one we found the class
atmosphere was very professional. The environment was very studious. Faculties who taught us were highly qualified in their
respective subjects. All the faculties were interacting with students personally, and the way the faculties taught their subjects made
learning so interesting and the way of explaining everything was very outstanding. I wanted to thank you for being such an amazing
teachers in the class. Throughout the two years all the faculty members were very supportive and cooperative and they motivated us
in every session. Amit Sir was our Physics teacher. I did not miss a single lecture delivered by him from day one till the end. Teaching
Kiran Deshmukh

ICT (Surface Coating)

skills are exceptional. I haven't seen the teacher like him throughout the tenure from standard 1st to standard 12th in my life.

I'm really overwhelmed to share my experience with Saptarshi class. Since it was my
first experience to join a coaching class I was quite nervous. But the teachers in

Everything is best. Amit sir is best

Saptarshi made me feel better. It was a very good experience learning at Saptarshi. The

physics teacher ever. Whole

teachers here are very co-operative and are always ready to help the students all the

Saptarshi family gives best result

time. I'll say, that the unique and different way of teaching hard subjects is the specialty

together. Shilpa madam's guidelines

of Saptarshi Classes. The classroom lectures, video lectures, DPP, doubt solving

are always motivational for us.

sessions and the mock tests have definitely helped me a lot. I would especially thank

Faculty keeps best combination of
study and motivation for us. So due

Amit sir, Shilpa mam and all the teaching and non teaching staff for their valuable
Manasi kulkarni

guidance and training throughout the two years. I'm always and will be proud to be a
Saptarshian.

Pavan Bhadane
VIT (COMP)

to this we have learnt to enjoy not
only dreams but also journey .
Thank you so much for all this !!!

All the very best to the new batch.
Thank you.

Studying with friends, helping
out each other and constant
motivation of team Saptarshi
were key reasons for my
success
Satyam Muluk
VIT (COMP)

All the faculties of institute are very
supportive and understanding. They
have helped us clear our doubts
and I have also seen a lot of
improvement in my Chemistry and
Biology Subject. The most important
thing is that students get personal

Prasad Kale attention from the professors, which
is very helpful.

Isha Thuse
Cummins (COMP)

It is a good class. All the
teachers are extremely
helpful and teach the
respective subject to their
best. Emphasis is given on
clearing the concept. The
atmosphere in the class is
very nice !

COEP was always my dream

gáfuÀ¶m Fusion Batch À¶m XmoZ dfmªZr
Am¶wî¶^a nwaVrb Ago AZw^d {Xbo. Amä¶mgmVrb
‘Om Am{U ‘mH©$g² {‘i{dÊ¶mMo g‘mYmZ XmoÝhr
EH$mM doir

college. Joining Saptarshi in std
11 was the best decision of my
life. Passionate teachers and
systematic preparation was the
Shreejit Ramteke
prime reason behind my
COEP (COMP)
success

Saptarshi's efforts towards building
strategical mindset, tons of practice
resources, conceptual clarity &
motivation definitely brought a
revolution in me! Saptarshi was
always committed to ease our path
even in lockdown; to make up to
Rewa Wader students' demands. I owe my
VIT (COMP) success to parents and Saptarshi to
make the journey fruitful.

All subject teachers made
sure that our concepts were
crystal clear, teachers
motivated students to
perform well, a very positive
environment to study and
Khushi Shah basically I had a great
PICT (IT)
experience

Atharva Admane

"Thank You Saptarshi"

ICT (Chemical)

Digambar Patil

Sapatarshi class in one of the best
class Pune. If a student want to
achieve his or her dreams then they
should definitely join Saptarshi class .
Faculty is very good and helpful. The
support staff is also very good .
Overall the class is very good

IIIT (Jabalpur)

Aaryan Khose
COEP (COMP)

Joining Saptarshi one of the best
decisions of my life. I am thankful for
my allround developmwasent in
Saptarshi. All Saptarshians including
me know the important role FD
activities play in building our
personalities. Personal attention,
precise guidance regarding what to
study and how to study and electrifying
atmosphere is what makes Saptarshi
best from the rest. Proud Saptarshian !!!

Cultural
CulturalActivities...
Activities...
In today’s competitive world, only good academics is not enough to
solve the equation of success. Positive Attitude, Team Work,
Decision Making, Confidence, Communication, Leadership are the
key variables which separate the Best from the Rest. A person can
indulge all these qualities only with Proper Exposure. Foundation
Day is the unique concept which explores all the hidden talents of
the students through different cultural activities like Anchoring,
Script writing, Drama, Dance, Music, Backstage management and
many more. Every year Saptarshi selects the best outgoing student
considering academic as well as non-academic qualities and
honors him/her with the prestigious award ‘Gem of Saptarshi’.
There are many other awards in distinguished categories. These
awards creates competitive and electrifying atmosphere amongst
all the students. Picnic, Teachers Day celebrations are the
occasions which binds all the students and teacher together to
form the family ‘Saptarshi Parivar’.

Award

Winners

Year

Gem of Saptarshi

Omkar Sonawane (COEP Comp)

2019

Zooming Ahead

Satyam Muluk (VIT Comp)

2019

Gem of Saptarshi

Shraddha Jathar (COEP Mech)

2018

Gem of Saptarshi

Arya Gandhi (COEP Comp)

2018

Zooming Ahead

Shreejit Ramteke (COEP Comp)

2018

Gem of Saptarshi

Sheetal Lokhande (B.Tech E&TC)

2017

Gem of Saptarshi

Rachana Raut (BE E&TC)

2017

Zooming Ahead

Suyog Patil (MBBS)

2017

Gem of Saptarshi

Hrishikesh Nirgude (B.Tech Mech) 2016

Zooming Ahead

Mrinmayee Bhide (MBBS)

Zooming Ahead

Soham Aitwadekar (B.Tech Comp) 2016

Zooming Ahead

Pawan Dumbre (VIT Mech)

2016

Gem of Saptarshi

Vaishnavi Alhat (B.Tech Planning)

2015

Zooming Ahead

Omkar Sarjerao (B.Tech Mech)

2015

Gem of Saptarshi

Aniket Gawali (BE Mech)

2014

Zooming Ahead

Sayali Salunke (BE Comp)

2014

Gem of Saptarshi

Pranay Deshmukh (BE Comp)

2013

Zooming Ahead

Sanket Maharnawar (BE Comp)

2013

2016

Song of Youth
As a young citizen of India,
armed with technology,
Knowledge and love for my nation,
I realize, small aim is a crime.
I will work and sweat for a great vision,
the vision of transforming India into a developed nation,
powered by economic strength with value system.
I am one of the citizens of the billion; Only the vision will ignite the billion souls,
It has entered into me; The ignited soul compared to any resource is the
most powerful resource on the earth, above the earth and under the earth.
I will keep the lamp of knowledge burning to achieve the vision - Developed India
If we work and sweat for the great vision with ignited minds,
the transformation leading to the birth of vibrant developed India will happen.
I pray the Almighty : “May the divine peace with beauty enter into our people;
Happiness and good health blossom in our bodies, minds and souls”
Dr. A. P. J. Abdul Kalam

Karve Road

New Sangavi

305/306, City Center Apartments,
Opp. Ayurved Rasashala,
Near Aabasaheb Garware College,
Karve Road, Pune - 411004.
Mob.- 9881931904, 9850659859

Aashirwad building, Sahyadri colony,
Opp. Gayatri Bhel, Above Baramati Bank,
New Sangvi, Pimple Gurav, Pune: 411061
Mob. - 9850659859, 9922236944

